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“If no set of moral ideas were truer or better than any other, there
would be no sense in preferring civilised morality to savage
morality.” – C.S. Lewis

You

might think of political assets like the family jewels, things inherited but not

necessarily merited. Hillary Rodham Clinton has a virtual hope chest, an endowment like no
other politician in American history. Her first gift was the coat tails of a priapic husband
who was twice elected President courtesy of Ross Perot. Her second windfall was a cabinet
post, a kind of consolation prize after she lost the 2008 Democrat Primary to Barack Obama.

Celebrating the Gadhafi kill in Libya

Four years at Foggy Bottom and a million frequent flyer miles later, Mrs. Clinton was able to
twerk over Muammar Gadhafi’s grave and watch Libya descend into the sewer of failed Muslim
states. The Clinton/Kerry tag team at Foggy Bottom has an American foreign policy record
unblemished by success. Having checked the gravitas box at State Department, Hillary wrote an
anthem for Benghazi and a slogan for her presidential campaign: “What difference does it
make?”

Beyond endowments from Bill and Barry, Hillary Rodham Clinton has a host of other of political
assets that should make her formidable if not inevitable.

Apathy

2016 will be like any other American election, apathy will be the loudest voice in the room.
Nearly half (93 million) of American voters sat out the last presidential election. Apathy is
usually an ally of the Left where special pleaders and dependents are easier to control. Just
ask Mitt Romney. If the Republicans put up two fat white guys against Hillary, husband Bill
gets another run at White House interns for eight years.

Novelty

First Black cannot hold a candle to first woman. There are more women than African Americans
in the US by a wide margin. Indeed, the ladies vote too, more so than men. Expect Hillary to

don the burka of false modesty and insist that she isn’t running as a first or a woman.
Nonetheless, her camp followers and media groupies will take up the flack slack and insure
that no one forgets that it’s high time for Spanks, Spandex, and pastel pants suits on
Pennsylvania Avenue.

Giblets

You would be correct today to think of ovaries as the Clinton crown jewels. Even when William
was President, there was little doubt about who had the bigger giblets. Beyond rhetoric at the
UN, Hillary doesn’t really have any feminist credits to speak of. Never mind. Her genitals,
like Obama’s melanin, are assets that do not require accomplishment. Indeed, Mrs. Clinton will
probably try to out-macho the girly men on the Right. Hillary is already running East of John
McCain when the subject is Russia or Putin. If any political stud dare raise his voice to
Hillary, he will be pilloried by a fawning Press as a bully or misogynist thug.

Government Employees

You might like to think of federal, state, or municipal employees as civil servants, not
political assets. Unfortunately, phrases like “civil servant” are usually only half true.
Government employees trend to the Left and politically correct. Take Washington, DC which has
never had a Republican city council or mayor. Federal bedroom communities of Maryland and
northern Virginia are solidly on the Left too. The apparatchik demographic, including the
Pentagon, at all levels is Hillary country.

The Academy

Beyond government, the schoolhouse and associated education bureaucracies might be the largest
single service employer in the nation. Schooling or warehousing is big business. Never mind
that coercion and education are mutually exclusive. Hard as it is to think of public education
as a “service,” schools do provide custodial, if not patronage, sinecures in every community
large or small.

Alas, American education ranks 26th in the world, below Estonia and Lichtenstein. On average,
American custodials are two years behind their Shanghai peers. The American classroom is now
dead last among developed nations. The schoolhouse is at once the crucible of low information
voters, under-achievers, and a solid Liberal voting bloc. Mediocracy is the new meritocracy.

Victims

The oppressed class is another growth business. The victim or dependent demographic is now
open-ended. Any citizen, who is not a heterosexual, white, male, making less than 50K a year,
has victim potential. Indeed, if you see government as a kind of wet nurse, a provider of
relief on demand, you are probably a victim. Victims do not believe in Uncle Sam anymore, but
they are fond of plump nannies. A hover mother in the Oval Office is a perfect fit for the
infantile demographic. The “more is never enough” and “bigger is better” crowd is all in for
Mrs. Clinton.

Dysphorics

Like her husband. Ms. Clinton accepts the divide between private behavior and public probity,
different universes, if you will. Call it the Arkansas ethic. Shady schemes of personal
enrichment, or sexual peccadillos, have thus followed the Clintons from state house to White
House. The Clinton Foundation is just the latest example. The moral minority is Clinton
country.

You need only follow bimbo journalism. ABC’s Barbara Walters and Diane Sawyer are examples.
Walters twice featured a middle-aged teacher who slept with, then married, her 13 year-old
student. Ms. Walters also uses her network pulpit to defend celebrities who molest or marry
their children. Sawyer hosts a primetime piece also which celebrates Bruce Jenner’s gender
(nee sexual) dysphoria. You can never have enough Kardashian. Such are the offerings of
national news today. Only same sex marriage is likely to get more attention.

Alas, the LGBT community is a lot like PETA these days, selective yet militant activists. Mrs.
Clinton abandoned a gay ambassador, Chris Stephens, to the tender mercies of jihad in Libya,
the high point of her tenure at State. Gay America, so sensitive to rights and real or
imagined slights, is silent about an American diplomat executed as likely for being gay as for
being American. Indeed, homosexuality is a capital offense midst most Muslims, yet the LGBT
demographic is mute on this global variety of terminal homophobia.

Islamic ISIS throws gay men from tall buildings as we speak. Perhaps victim solidarity is more
important than lethal Sharia. LGBT and Muslim voters, albeit odd bedfellows, should go all the
way for Hillary.

Mustabators

If you must put a selfie of your junk on the internet, you are a millennial or a musterbator.
The latter is a dystopic youngster, up to the age of fifty it appears, whose habits and social
life, are more virtual than real. Adult gamers take a bow here. Internet addicts also feel

compelled to join every social network and dating service that will have them. For the most
part, the geek cohort is needy, seedy, reclusive, and greedy.

The mustabator sees no distinction between exposure and exhibitionism. Former Congressman
Anthony Weiner (D, NY), husband to Huma Abedin, Hillary’s gal Friday, is an iconic if not
chronic mustabator. The Weiner/Abedin demographic is likely to be Clintonista down to the last
nerd.

Media

Suggesting that radio, television, public broadcasting, Hollywood, and the Press might be in
the tank again for the Clintons is redundant if not superfluous. As with Obama, the so-called
entertainment industry, nee mainstream media, is in it to win it for the Clintons. With 18
months of media makeover, Hillary might get elected -and canonized.

Girly Men

The big nuggets in Hillary’s political purse might be Republicans. Think about it. Leadership
on the Right at the moment is spelled Boehner and McConnell. A Republican Congress did not, or
will not, compel the former Secretary of State to come clean about Benghazi or her emails.
Indeed, in her last appearance before the “boys club,” she bitch-slapped Jenkins Hill.
Collectively, the male majority at the Capitol is afraid of Mrs. Clinton. How does any
individual Republican girly man expect to whip Hillary in a 2016 cage match?
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